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Background:  We sought to investigate whether right atrial (RA) area change, influences survival in childhood PAH.
methods:  We studied RA function in children with PAH undergoing cardiac catheterization and an echocardiogram between 2009-14. RA 
and RV endocardial area,indexed to BSA, were traced in the apical 4 chamber view. We recorded maximum RA area, RA area at the onset 
of the P wave (RA area p) and minimum RA area. We calculated the following: RA (RAFAC) and RV (RVFAC) % fractional area change 
from (maximum RA or RV area - minimum RA or RV area)/ maximum RA or RV area), RA passive emptying (RAEp) from (maximum RA 
area - RA area p)/ maximum RA area, active RA emptying (RAEa) from (RA area p - minimum RA area)/ RA area p, RA active emptying 
fraction % (RAEF) from (RAFAC - RAEp)/RAFAC. Event free survival was the time from catheterization to starting parenteral treprostinil 
therapy, transplant or death.
results:  We studied 45 children (22 F), median age 2 yrs (range 0.3-17), median BSA 0.5 m2 (0.2-1.7). Eight patients started parenteral 
treprostinil therapy and 2 died. Median event free survival was 3.5 yrs (0.1-12.3). One, 3 and 5 yr event free survival were 92, 74 and 
62% respectively. The median RAFAC was 37% (10- 74), median RAaEF was 53 % (8 - 87 %). Patients with RAaEF ≥ 53% had greater 
mean PA pressure 54±22 mmHg vs. 38±10 mmHg (p = 0.01), PVRI 13±8 vs. 8 ± 3 WU.m2 (p=0.01), RA a wave 9±2 mmHg vs. 6±3 
mmHg (p =0.05), RA v wave 8±3 mmHg vs. 5±2 mmHg (p =0.01), mean RA pressure 6±3 mmHg vs. 5±2 mmHg (p =0.08). RAaEF ≥ 53% 
was associated with decreased event free survival at 5 yrs (p=0.009) with a sensitivity of 90% and specificity of 62%. RVFAC <25% was 
associated with worse survival at 5 yrs (p=0.02) with a sensitivity of 66% and specificity of 76%. RAaEF ≥ 53% with RVFAC<25% were 
independently associated with event free survivalat 5 yrs (p=0.04 and p= 0.01 respectively).
conclusion:  In children with PAH impaired RV systolic and diastolic function contribute to poor outcomes. Increased RAaEF predicts 
decreased event free survival independently of RV systolic dysfunction.
